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"I want to invite you out of the mountain." 

 

Ren Feifan comes straight to the point and explains his intention directly. 

 

"Ask me out of the mountain? Hehe, Ren Fanfan, you are joking. Your strength is far above me. If you 

have any trouble, you can solve it yourself. Why ask me out of the mountain? " 

 

Taiyi Shen Zun's eyes narrowed slightly, but his voice was a little lonely, and he seemed to sigh about 

Ren's extraordinary strength. 

 

Ren Fanfan said: "there are people staring at the back, I can't intervene too deeply, otherwise the layout 

behind will come at any cost, and the consequences are unpredictable." 

 

Taiyi God Zun sneered and said, "it has nothing to do with me. If there is nothing else, please go back." 

 

Ren Fanfan snorted and said: "of course it's related to you. It's difficult for the Lord of reincarnation. Do 

you want to sit back and ignore it?" 

 

Then he glanced at Ye Chen. 

 

"Lord of reincarnation?" 

 

Taiyi god respect heart a shock, looking at Ye Chen, eyes constantly flashing, seems to recall the ancient 

agreement. 

 



Ren Fanfan said: "have you forgotten the training plan of the heavenly daughter? Now the Lord of 

reincarnation is in trouble. Do you want to live in seclusion against the will of the heavenly daughter? " 

 

"Tiannv's plan..." 

 

Taiyi god respect for a while at a loss, seems to fall into memory, for a long time speechless. 

 

After a long time, he suddenly regained his mind, and his turbid eyes became very firm, saying: 

 

"no!" 

 

"It's none of my business!" 

 

"Lord tiannu has twelve servants. Others help the reincarnation Lord. That's enough. I have another 

task. I want to fight against Hong Tianjing. I can't leave easily!" 

 

Ren Fanfan said: "Hong Tianjing has been sealed. You don't have to worry about him. Just go out of the 

mountain." 

 

Taiyi God directly shook his head and said: "no! Hong Tianjing's chess piece, gongyefeng, is practicing 

shenmietianzhao skill. Once it is finished, it will be the end of the heavens! I must stop him 

 

Ren Feifan said with a smile, "I asked you to come out of the mountain just to stop gongyefeng and 

don't let Hong Tianjing's plot succeed." 

 

Taiyi God still refused and said, "no, my destruction Shinto has not been cultivated to the level of 

jiuchongtian. If I am not careful, it will be destroyed by Gongye peak. Besides, there is a silent sword 

spirit. I am not their enemy alone!" 

 

Ren Fanfan said: "what are you afraid of? Gongyefeng's God destroying Tianzhao skill is far from being 

practiced. It's just right for you to go out of the mountain now. Cooperating with the reincarnation Lord 

of this life is enough to defeat them." 



 

Taiyi god respect eyes resolute, way: "no, no is no!" 

 

Ye Chen frowned and said to Ren Fanfan: "master Ren, since the other party is determined not to go out 

of the mountain, then forget it. Why do you beg for help in a low voice?" 

 

Ren Fanfan said: "he also practices the destructive Shinto. It's just right for him to deal with Gongye 

peak. When he practices the destructive Shinto to to the extreme, he can break the spirit and destroy 

Tianzhao Gong." 

 

Ye Chen's heart moves, way: "destroy Shinto, can break open a God to destroy day shine work?" 

 

Ren Fanfan said: "yes, the Shinto of destruction is one of the three primitive ways. The highest level of 

cultivation is comparable to the nine heaven magic. For example, if the Shinto of destruction is at the 

highest level, it can break the sun of God's destruction." 

 

"The primitive three ways can be as good as the nine gods?" 

 

Ye Chen was greatly surprised. He naturally heard of the primitive three ways, and his destruction Shinto 

was one of them. 

 

When he was in the kingdom of God, he heard a master in the reincarnation cemetery, Ling Tianjian, 

mention that the three primitive ways are extremely mysterious, including the destruction way, the time 

way and the creation way, which are the primitive ways of all heaven and all world. 

 

However, he didn't expect that the original three Dao had the power comparable to the nine heaven 

magic, which was incredible. 

 

You know, Jiutian Shenshu is the top nine Supreme source skills, which is rare in the world. At least Ye 

Chen has never seen it. There are some skills that can be compared with Jiutian Shenshu. 

 



Ren Fanfan said: "however, the power of the original three ways at the beginning is extremely limited. 

Only when we reach the highest level of cultivation can we have the power comparable to that of the 

nine gods. The process is extremely difficult, and it is almost impossible to achieve it." 

 

Smell speech, ye Chen also nods. 

 

Now his seal of destruction is transformed from the Shinto of destruction. When he reaches the sixth 

level of cultivation, he has not yet felt the power comparable to the nine heavenly gods. It seems that it 

is only possible to reach the Ninth level of the highest level. 

 

Now, Taiyi God has reached the eighth level, only one step away from the peak! 

 

"For the sake of the heavenly daughter, please give me a hand. Thank you very much." 

 

Ye Chen toward too Yi god respect one arch hand, sincere way. 

 

Now, from Ren Fanfan's mouth, ye Chen learned that the original three ways, and when he reached the 

peak of cultivation, he could even compare with the nine heaven divine arts, and immediately felt 

incomparable. 

 

It's no wonder that before he died, Jiudian also told him to cultivate the destruction seal to the Ninth 

level. 

 

This kind of Daoism really has the power of seizing heaven and earth. Once it is completed, its power is 

unimaginable. 

 

He just wanted to ask Taiyi shenzun to come out of the mountain and fight against annihilation sword 

spirit and Gongye peak. On the one hand, he could further contact and destroy the mystery of 

Shinto!Taiyi God Zun's destruction method is of the level of eight heaven. If you had his advice, ye 

Chen's destruction seal might be able to go a step further. 

 

There is a big difference in this profound way. If ye Chen doesn't have the guidance of an expert, it will 

be extremely difficult for him to break through the heavy heaven just by his own ability. 



 

"Hum, boy, it's just the origin. You deserve to call me out of the mountain? Your strength wastes the 

blood of the reincarnation Lord. You are not qualified to speak in front of me! " 

 

Taiyi shenzun's eyes are sulky, disdaining to look at Ye Chen. 

 

Obviously, ye Chen only had the cultivation of the original realm, which made him extremely despise. He 

even felt that he had wasted the blood of the reincarnation Lord and the cultivation of the heavenly 

daughter. 

 

"Master, what do you mean? I don't want to go out of the mountain. Why should I be so aggressive?" 

 

Ye Chen's face sinks, in the heart big is not happy. 

 

"Ha ha, you don't agree, do you? Lei Yan, come in 

 

Taiyi shenzun cried out in a cold voice. A huge dark figure flew from the outside. As soon as he entered 

the room, the extremely terrifying and violent thunder was spreading wildly. 

 

It's the spirit of Taiyi Zhenlei sand, Lei Yan. 

 

Lei Yan said, "what's your order 

 

Taiyi God said: "you understand the master of reincarnation." 

 

Lei Yan is slightly a Zheng, turn a head to see to leaf Chen, immediately understand come over, the 

murderous spirit emerges in the eye eye eye, toward too Yi God Zun arch hand way: "yes!" 

 

Taiyi God stroked his long beard and said, "Lord of reincarnation, if you can defeat Lei Yan in a time of 

burning incense, I will go out of the mountain to help you." 

 



Say, too Yi God Zun ignited a wisp of incense, insert on the censer of the hall, quietly looking at Ye Chen. 

 

Lei Yan's blood red eyes are also staring at Ye Chen, and a huge Trident appears in his hand. 
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Ye Chen's heart suddenly shrinks, this thunder nightmare, the strength is so strong, even if it is unlimited 

time, peak duel, he feels incomparable pressure. 

 

What's more, it's still going to take a long time to completely defeat, which is a huge pressure. 

 

Ye Chen may be a little sure if the wild demon sword can still be used. However, before the first battle of 

the Confucian God Valley, the spirit of the wild demon sword was consumed. It will take a while to 

recover. It can't be used now. 

 

Without the wild devil Tianjian, ye Chen is not sure how to defeat Lei Yan in a short time. 

 

"Boy, do it!" 

 

Ren special looked at Ye Chen, but urged him to fight. 

 

"Senior Ren..." 

 

Ye Chen is stunned. 

 

Ren Fanfan said: "if you can't even pass this pass, then we are not qualified to stay here." 

 

"Yes 

 



Hearing Ren Fanfan's words, ye Chen's eyes are fixed. He also knows that this battle is crucial. 

 

Not only to ask Taiyi God to come out of the mountain, but also to let him know that the reincarnation 

of this life is not a waste. 

 

Ye Chen, absolutely qualified to stand here! 

 

"Wutu Yuanfu, open up the pure land!" 

 

Ye Chen knows that the opponent is powerful, and takes the lead. Wu Tu Yuan Fu is immediately 

sacrificed, and a layer of Wu Tu Jing Qi spreads around immediately. 

 

Click, click, click. 

 

There's a lot of space around, constantly collapsing. 

 

In a flash, a vast space battlefield appeared in the hall. 

 

"Why?" 

 

Taiyi shenzun and Leiyan are a little surprised to see ye Chen's means. 

 

"Wu Tu Yuan Fu, should not have such a heavy power, unexpectedly suddenly burst the space, a little 

strange." 

 

Taiyi God Zun frowned lightly. He only felt that the power of Wutu Yuan Fu in Ye Chen's hand was more 

fierce and heavy than he imagined. 

 

But he didn't know that ye Chen's Wu Tu Yuan Fu had integrated the core of Da Han Gen Yue peak. It 

was no longer a simple common Da Yuan Fu, but reached the level of supreme source Fu, and had the 

supreme power. 



 

Hoo Hoo Hoo! 

 

Wisps of quintessence spread rapidly in the space battlefield and condensed into a piece of pure land. 

 

The picture of yellow spring flows rapidly to this pure land. The Alsophila spinulosa trees emerge and 

take root deeply. With endless vitality of vegetation, they have evolved into thousands of forest plants, 

just like a small world. 

 

"Mr. Lei Yan, please go ahead." 

 

Ye Chen stepped on the earth and invited him to fight. 

 

"Ha ha, boy, I'm afraid of you because I think I've got some land?" 

 

Leiyan dismissive, carrying Trident, suddenly into the world of Wu earth Ye Chen. 

 

He naturally knew that in this pure land, ye Chen occupied absolute land, but he was not afraid. 

 

After all, ye Chen's cultivation is only from the beginning. He doesn't pay attention to it at all. 

 

Boom! 

 

As soon as Lei Yan stepped into the world of Wutu, the smell of thunderstorm exploded. 

 

The ground under Ye Chen's feet was shaking violently, and cracks appeared. The nearby forest trees 

collapsed. 

 

"Hey, if it's the real reincarnation master, I may be afraid of three points." 

 



"But, you are just a place of origin, you are not qualified to be favored by the heavenly daughter!" 

 

Lei Yan's eyes suddenly cold, Trident fiercely wave, ruthlessly sweep to Ye Chen's waist, the voice of 

speech, seem to take jealousy. 

 

After all, in his eyes, the heavenly daughter is superior to the others, and can not be touched. However, 

ye Chen is favored by the heavenly daughter, which naturally makes him extremely resentful. 

 

Whoo! 

 

The terrible Trident, with a sharp wind, swept hard, even the air was torn out of traces. 

 

Ye Chen's face is dignified, also feel huge pressure, this thunder nightmares, the strength is enough to 

match the strong person of too true realm medium-term. 

 

Even if ye Chen's body is strong, if he strikes hard, he will be seriously injured. 

 

"Alsophila spinulosa, stop him 

 

Ye Chen a burst drink, immediately command Alsophila hand. 

 

Crackle, crackle, crackle! 

 

The branches of Alsophila spinulosa are like divine chains, surrounded by Xiaguang Xianqi, and even 

spread with Ancient Runes. They are full of aura, crisscrossing like dragons, winding towards the thunder 

nightmare. 

 

"Can you stop it?" 

 



Lei Yan's blood eyes were fierce, his body muscles and bones were cracked, like the devil Shura. The 

Trident waved violently, which brought the sound of wind and thunder. The energy of Taiyi's thunder 

caused the explosion, and exploded all the branches of Alsophila spinulosa. 

 

"Damn it 

 

The Alsophila spinulosa tree looks very ugly. The trunk is affected and shakes violently. 

 

"I'll kill you first!" 

 

Lei Yan's huge halberd kills wildly. It is as powerful as a prison. He first stabs the Alsophila spinulosa tree 

to kill it. 

 

"Destroy the seal, open it!" 

 

"The sun is shining!"At this time, however, there was a loud shout behind him. 

 

Ye Chen in the hand, holding a huge sword, the vision is incomparably fierce, toward thunder nightmare 

back explosion chop but come. 

 

Originally, taking advantage of the opportunity of the Alsophila tree to block, ye Chen has flashed 

behind Lei Yan, millions of stars in his body rumble and burst, and infinite aura turns into a huge sword. 

 

The sword is golden and dazzling. It is made of energy. On top of the sword, there are layers of Dao 

patterns. 

 

That's the most violent and ferocious destruction seal! 

 

At this moment, ye Chen's destruction seal was fully opened, and he showed his strongest strike at 

Xianhuang chop. The energy of millions of stars was integrated with the destruction seal, and it was 

almost to smash the river of stars, and its power was extremely amazing. 

 



"What 

 

Lei Yan looks at a sword which is cut by explosion, also is pupil contraction. 

 

Obviously, he didn't expect that ye Chen's martial arts skills would be so fierce. 

 

Such a fierce sword is enough to kill some strong people in the early days of taizhenjing. Even he feels 

great pressure. 

 

"This is How could a country of origin have such terrible strength? " 

 

Outside, Taiyi shenzun, who was watching the battle, suddenly rose up and was shocked. Obviously, he 

didn't expect Ye Chen to have such brilliant momentum. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes are extremely deep. He knows very well that this thunder nightmare is very powerful. It's 

almost impossible to defeat him in a jiongxiang time. 

 

Therefore, if he doesn't make a move, he will do his best to fight. 

 

"Tai Yi Zhen Lei Sha, up!" 

 

At a critical moment, Lei Yan drinks in vain. 

 

Between heaven and earth, the yellow sand is surging. 

 

The world outside the oasis, the whole desert, is rolling up. 

 

Endless wind and sand, whistling, breaking through the void, came to Lei Yan. 

 

Suddenly, a thick layer of yellow sand armor was formed on Lei Yan's body. 



 

This layer of armor, beating the smell of thunder, lightning burst. 

 

Around his body, there are layers of sand, forming a wall shield, guarding. 

 

Every grain of sand, with the smell of thunderstorms, very terrible. 

 

Boom! 

 

Ye Chen fiercely a sword, cut down, cut in that layer of sand storm wall shield, suddenly met with 

serious resistance. 
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The defense of these sandstorm shields is so terrible that even the explosion of a million suns can't 

shake a cent. 

 

Moreover, every grain of sand is full of eight trigrams of thunder and lightning. As soon as ye Chen's 

sword is cut up, it immediately causes a thunderstorm. 

 

Boom! 

 

A heavy thunderstorm, counter shock, terrible thunder breath, crazy impact Ye Chen body. 

 

"Dust tablet, protect!" 

 

"Six blessings, broken!" 

 



Ye Chen's eyes are sharp. At the critical moment, he immediately sacrificed the dust tablet to protect his 

body from the impact of thunderstorm. 

 

At the same time, on the back of Ye Chen's hand, there are samsara veins emerging, and the breath of 

six samsara directly rushes out. 

 

A virtual shadow of the reincarnation disk emerges behind Ye Chen. The stars of humanity, beast, 

hungry ghost and Shura are in full bloom. 

 

Rolling six breath, reincarnation Tianwei, pouring into Ye Chen's huge sword. 

 

Boom! 

 

With the infusion of six samsara breath, ye Chen's sword soared. Between the tears of his sword Qi, he 

exploded the totem of millions of stars, and his edge became extremely terrible. With a hiss, he directly 

tore open the defense of many sandstorm walls and shields, and with a bang, he slashed Lei Yan heavily. 

 

Click! 

 

However, Lei Yan had a layer of sandstorm armor on his body. 

 

Ye Chen was in a hurry. The breath of the six ways of reincarnation didn't work to the extreme. He just 

released a little. After breaking the heavy walls and shields, the power path was greatly weakened. This 

sword fell on Lei Yan, which only cracked his armor a little, but didn't kill him with one sword. 

 

Rao is so, Lei Yan also looks very white, extremely frightened, only feel bursts of strong sword power, 

continue to pass. 

 

If it wasn't for the thunder sand armor, he would be torn up by Ye Chen. 

 

"Da Han Gen Yue Feng, suppress!" 

 



Ye Chen saw that he couldn't kill with one sword, so he made a quick decision. He immediately stepped 

back and offered the wutuyuan talisman. 

 

Boom! 

 

A huge mountain rises from Yuanfu, rumbling, and then goes down towards Leiyan. 

 

"What, Da Han Gen Yue Feng!" 

 

Lei Yan was shocked when he saw this. He didn't expect that the legendary treasure of chaos, Dahan 

Genyue peak, was originally in Ye Chen's hands, and was also integrated into Wu Tu Yuan Fu. 

 

"I see!" 

 

Outside, Taiyi shenzun's face suddenly changed. He finally understood why Ye Chen's Wutu Yuanfu had 

such heavy power. It turned out that he had already integrated the power of Dahan Genyue peak. 

 

Extremely heavy, extremely fierce, extremely powerful mountain, hard to suppress. 

 

Lei Yan's eyes are desperate and she wants to escape, but the Qi machine is shrouded by Ye Chen, and 

her whole body is stiff and can't move at all. 

 

Boom! 

 

When the huge mountain was pressed down, Lei Yan screamed and was crushed to the ground. 

 

He is just a soul body, and has no flesh and blood essence, but this great cold Genyue peak is the 

treasure of chaos. It is so mysterious that even the soul can be suppressed, and he can't escape. 

 

"Hoo..." 



 

At the end of the fierce battle, ye Chen breathed a sigh of relief, but he was sweating. 

 

This battle is extremely difficult to win. 

 

This thunder nightmare, the strength is still too strong, ye Chen even sent out the strength of six 

samsara method, just can be defeated. 

 

"Master Taiyi, I won." 

 

Ye Chen looks to Taiyi. 

 

At the end of the battle, the strands of thunder sand faded out like water. 

 

All that was left was Lei Yan, who was depressed under the mountain. 

 

Taiyi God see ye Chen win, face is also gloomy, silent for a long time. 

 

Then he spoke slowly and said, "no, you lost." 

 

Ye Chen a Leng, way: "elder. I win. Do you want to deny it? " 

 

Ren extraordinary eyes squint, way: "how, Taiyi old man, do you want to default?" 

 

Taiyi shenzun shook his head, pointed to the censer and said: "the time of incense has passed, Lord of 

reincarnation, you are out of time." 

 

Smell speech, leaf Chen and Ren extraordinary all is a shock, look to censer, as expected see that a wisp 

of incense, already extinguished. 

 



Although Ye Chen conquered Lei Yan, he was out of time after all. According to the agreement, he was 

defeated. 

 

"This..." 

 

Ye Chen suddenly stops talking and can't speak. 

 

Ren Feifan is also silent, he watched the fight, but also did not realize that, in fact, has been overtime. 

 

Taiyi God Zun smiles but does not speak. With a wave of his hand, he sweeps out with a strong force and 

moves away Ye Chen's mountain peak to rescue Lei Yan. 

 

"My Lord, I am ashamed that I have failed." 

 

Lei Yan bowed her head and apologized. 

 

"Well, you are not wronged to be defeated by the reincarnation Lord." 

 

Taiyi God Zun squints his eyes and smiles, looks at Ye Chen and says, "reincarnation Lord, what else do 

you have to say?" 

 

Ye Chen is silent for a while, way: "willing gamble admit defeat, since I defeated, that I leave 

immediately." 

 

Taiyi God Zun said with a smile: "it's easy to go, but not to send.""I'm sorry, Mr. Ren." 

 

Ye Chen is very depressed, to any special apology, then bowed his head silently turned out. 

 

Ren Fanfan looked at Taiyi shenzun and ye Chen. After all, he didn't speak and went out. 

 



"Slow down!" 

 

Taiyi shenzun raised his hand and stopped them. 

 

Ren Fanfan said: "you have won. What else do you want to say? You can stay here in the future and be 

your shrinking turtle!" 

 

Taiyi god respect way: "Ren extraordinary, why so angry?" 

 

Later, he looked at Ye Chen, "I take back what I just said. The Lord of reincarnation is not a waste. He is 

really qualified and worthy of cultivation. He is more qualified than anyone to make her green eyed." 

 

Smell speech, leaf Chen tiny a Leng. 

 

Taiyi God Zun's eyes were full of praise. 

 

On one side of Lei Yan, also with admiration. 

 

Obviously, just the battle, ye Chen with the strength of the original territory, defeat Leiyan, let two 

people open their eyes, are extremely convinced, completely recognized the existence of Ye Chen. 

 

"Reincarnation Lord, I can't go out to help you. Please forgive me." 

 

"Because, my kung fu has not been practiced well. I swore to the heavenly daughter that I would not 

practice the destructive Shinto to to the top and never go out of the mountain!" 

 

"Hong Tianjing is too powerful. Only when I practice the Shinto of destruction to the highest level can I 

be qualified to go out of the mountain to fight against him. At this time, I just want to die." 

 

Taiyi shenzun sighed. 



 

The Shinto of destruction is one of the three primitive ways. It is said that it can be compared with the 

nine heavenly gods, but only when you reach the highest level can you have this effect. 

 

Just like the heart devil's curse sword, if it is at the peak, everyone should be afraid, and all the fairs 

should be scared. But if they can't get to the top, they are just like a mirror. They can't threaten the real 

superiors. 

 

At present, the destruction seal of Taiyi God Zun is only eight heaven, but not nine heaven. Therefore, 

he refuses to go out of the mountain. 

 

"Master, I know what you mean." 

 

Ye Chen has a lot of words to say in his heart, but he has to hold back after all. 

 

Taiyi Shen Zun said with a smile: "do you think I'm too timid? It is clear that Hong Tianjing has been 

sealed, and the strength of Jianling and gongyefeng has not reached the peak, but I still dare not go out 

of the mountain, just like a mouse? " 
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Ye Chen said: "I dare not." 

 

Of course, that's what he meant. 

 

Taiyi God Zun said: "it's not so easy to deal with Hong Tianjing. People in that realm are very powerful 

and not so easy to be killed." 

 

At this point, Taiyi God looked at Ren Fanfan and said, "Ren Fanfan, you want me to go out of the 

mountain, but you want me to die. Even you want to sacrifice yourself to become the reincarnation Lord 

of this life, don't you?" 



 

Smell speech, ye Chen whole body drama shock, see to Ren extraordinary. 

 

Is that what Ren Feifan really means? 

 

He wanted to sacrifice Taiyi God, or even himself, just to achieve himself? 

 

Ren extraordinary eyes deep, did not show what look, light way: "nonsense needless to say too much, 

since you decided to be a turtle, then continue to be good, I don't force you." 

 

Taiyi God said: "ha ha, it's useless for you to motivate me. I can't get out of the mountain, but..." Looking 

at Ye Chen, "Lord of reincarnation, I can give you a gift." 

 

"Gifts?" 

 

Ye Chen was stunned. 

 

"Well." 

 

Taiyishenzun nodded, palm a grip, outside wind and sand whistling, endless thunder and sandstorm 

whistling in, blowing Ye Chen can't open his eyes. 

 

Then, ye Chen clearly saw that the sandstorm all over the sky finally evolved into a wisp of quicksand 

between the fingers of Taiyi God. 

 

This wisp of quicksand is really flowing like a spring. The grains of sand are crystal clear and shiny, 

connected from end to end, and the ancient chaos is diffused. 

 

"This is Taiyi Zhenlei sand. It's a magic weapon refined by the heavenly daughter. I give it to you." 

 



With a wave of Taiyi God's hand, this wisp of quicksand flies to yechen. 

 

"There is a strong atmosphere of thunderstorm and destruction in this magic weapon. After you refine 

it, it will also be beneficial to the cultivation of the destructive Shinto." 

 

Ye Chen takes Taiyi Zhenlei sand, and when he looks at it, he sees that the grains of sand are imprinted 

with many small Ancient Runes, which is supposed to be the hand of the heavenly daughter. 

 

When the spirit penetrates into it, ye Chen sees that every grain of sand contains a world of thunder and 

lightning, which can communicate with the Supreme Master. Every world of thunder and lightning is full 

of energy waves of destruction. 

 

In the sand, there is a big world of thunder and lightning. Ye Chen is also a little shocked by this 

wonderful scene of mustard seed hiding Xumi. 

 

"Great, this Taiyi Zhenlei sand is very suitable for me to cultivate the seal of destruction!" 

 

Ye Chen is surprised. The thunder and lightning world in the sand is so full of destruction energy, which 

is very suitable for his cultivation and absorption. 

 

"Lei Yan, you will follow the reincarnation master." 

 

Taiyi God Zun waved his hand again, indicating that Lei Yan followed Ye Chen. 

 

"My Lord." 

 

Thunder nightmare a burst of move, didn't expect too Yi God Zun will call him to also leave. 

 

"You are the spirit of Taiyi Zhenlei sand. Without this magic weapon, you won't live long. He won't treat 

you badly after you follow the reincarnation Lord." 

 



Taiyi God respected the way. 

 

"Yes 

 

Lei Yan thanks, flies to Ye Chen, kneels down and says: 

 

"little Lei Yan has worshipped the Lord of reincarnation." 

 

"Good. Get up." 

 

Ye Chen nodded slightly, also know this thunder nightmare, the strength is very strong, after following in 

his side, can also become a powerful help. 

 

"Thank you, Lord of reincarnation." 

 

Lei Yan stands up and stands beside Ye Chen. 

 

"Master Taiyi, thank you for your gift. We are destined to see you later." 

 

Ye Chen toward too Yi god respect, arched arch hand, but in the heart is mixed. 

 

Joy is, got too Yi Zhen Lei Sha, this trip is not in vain. 

 

However, he was worried that Taiyi shenzun would not come out of the mountain. In the future, when 

he faced gongyefeng and annihilation sword spirit, the pressure would be very huge. 

 

Taiyi god respect way: "predestined good-bye." 

 

After the old man went out, take care of yourself 



 

Taiyi God said: "don't worry, I can't die, I still want to live, to witness the moment when the heavenly 

daughter killed the reincarnation Lord!" 

 

Ren Fanfan said: "ha ha, in this life, who will kill who may, let's go!" 

 

Take ye Chen to leave. 

 

Ye Chen put away the thunder sand of Taiyi earthquake, and put it into the yellow spring map together 

with Lei Yan, and then follow Ren Feifan to leave. 

 

Out of the hall, only this oasis is left outside. The desert outside the oasis has completely disappeared. 

 

That piece of desert was originally transformed by Taiyi Zhenlei sand. Now Taiyi Zhenlei sand has fallen 

into Ye Chen's hands. Naturally, the desert has disappeared, leaving only a large piece of wasteland. 

 

The oasis where Taiyi shenzun lives is very desolate in the boundless wasteland world. 

 

Ye Chen bowed deeply, and Ren extraordinary tear void, completely far away. 

 

Ren extraordinary with Ye Chen, back to a quiet valley.This valley is exactly the valley where the spirit 

child took Ye Chen to escape from the bottom of the Confucian God valley. 

 

This place is less than 100 li away from the burial place of Longyuan Tianjian. 

 

When ye Chen comes back here, he suddenly feels that the dragon Yuan Fu Zhao in his body is also 

buzzing, and the change is very big. 

 

"Master Ren, did you bring me back here to capture Longyuan Tianjian?" 

 



Ye Chen heart move, ask. 

 

Now Ren Fanfan is here. Maybe he can capture Longyuan Tianjian. 

 

"No, it's not the right time. The seal and prohibition of Longyuan Tianjian are very deep. It's not the time 

to capture them. Besides, Hong Tianjing, xuanjiyue and the Confucians must be staring at them secretly. 

If you do it, it will be exposed. You may not be able to rob them." 

 

Ren Fanfan shook his head, but he didn't mean to do it. 

 

"Well Why did you bring me back here? " 

 

Ye Chen doubts to ask. 

 

Ren Fanfan said: "I feel vaguely that the cause and effect here is not over. Maybe there will be some 

unpredictable changes. We are here and so on." 

 

"Unpredictable change?" 

 

Ye Chen eyebrows a wrinkly, here in addition to the dragon Yuan sky sword, what cause and effect? 

 

Ren Fanfan didn't say much. He went to the far mountain wall alone, crossed his knees, and soon 

entered a settled state. 

 

Ye Chen see this, also don't ask much, convergence mind, sacrifice out of the yellow spring map, directly 

drilled in. 

 

Hoo Hoo Hoo! 

 

As soon as you enter the picture of the yellow spring, ye Chen suddenly feels that a fierce storm is 

blowing. 



 

I saw a large desert on one side of the world! 

 

This desert, endless, I do not know how many miles, incomparable desolation. 

 

In the desert, there is a huge figure floating, like a dark Shura, carrying a trident and surrounded by 

lightning chains. It is thunder nightmare. 

 

On the other side of the world of the yellow spring, it is full of vitality, with Alsophila spinulosa and tea 

trees guarding, countless plants blooming, birds singing and flowers fragrant. 

 

The two sides of the world, desolation and vitality, death and prosperity, such as the Yin and Yang of the 

eight trigrams, face each other and overlap with each other. It is moving that there is a wonderful 

implication of the road. 

Chapter 5685 

 

 

 

"Lord." 

 

Seeing ye Chen coming, Lei Yan and the Alsophila tree salute respectfully. 

 

"Brother!" 

 

A young child's voice also spreads to Ye Chen's ear. 

 

It's the spirit child. 

 

The spirit child jumps to run, the breath compares with before, already good many, the face takes 

ruddy. 



 

"Spirit child, are you well?" 

 

Ye Chen see this, immediately a joy. 

 

Last time, ling'er was greatly affected by his destruction of Daoyin. He was just guilty. He didn't expect 

that ling'er would recover so quickly. 

 

"Brother, thank you for your magic weapon. I'm much better." 

 

The spirit child way. 

 

"My magic weapon?" 

 

Ye Chen a Leng, hope toward thunder nightmare, immediately understand come over. 

 

It must be Taiyi Zhenlei sand! 

 

Taiyi earthquake thunder sand, every grain of sand, there are endless thunderstorm destruction breath. 

 

The breath, for the spirit child, is naturally a tonic, which can help him recover from the injury. 

 

"Lord, this little baby is the spirit of the earth's heart destroying the Pearl. Do you think it's swallowing 

him to practice? I've almost cured him. It's the best time for you to swallow it in two days 

 

Thunder nightmare flies near, respectful voice way. 

 

The spirit child hears speech, immediately scared a jump, way: "elder brother, don't eat me!" 

 



Ye Chen a smile, way: "I don't eat you." 

 

"Lei Yan, ling'er is my friend. Don't scare him." 

 

Lei Yan said: "yes, I know the crime." 

 

"Well, spirit child, don't be afraid, you continue to rest." 

 

Ye Chen touched the head of spirit child. 

 

"Thank you, brother!" 

 

With a childish voice of thanks, ling'er went back to the Alsophila tree and continued to recuperate. 

 

There is a thunderstorm desert in the world of the yellow spring, and there is a violent smell of 

destruction in the air. He has absorbed it, which is very helpful for his body to recover. 

 

"It's time for me to practice, too." 

 

Ye Chen's vision one coagulates, also don't know Ren special want to wait here how long, he nature also 

can't idle, fly directly to the desert. 

 

As soon as he flies into the desert, ye Chen suddenly realizes that there is a wisp of quicksand buried in 

the desert. 

 

That wisp of quicksand is the core of Taiyi earthquake thunder sand. The whole desert is evolved from 

Taiyi earthquake thunder sand. 

 

Ye Chen transferred a wisp of spring water to the core of the desert to refine Taiyi Zhenlei sand directly. 

 



Now he is refining magic weapon. He doesn't need to drip blood to recognize the Lord. He can replace it 

with spring water, which is more convenient. 

 

For a moment, ye Chen feels that he has successfully established a blood relationship with Taiyi 

zhenleisha. 

 

This magic weapon seems to be part of his organs. 

 

Now as long as he is willing to move his mind, he can wipe out Lei Yan, the spirit of the weapon, and he 

is not afraid of his rebellion. 

 

After refining, ye Chen can feel clearly that in every grain of sand, there is a terrible world of thunder 

and lightning. 

 

These thunder and lightning worlds, communicating with the supreme world, can steal a trace of 

destruction from the supreme world. It's very wonderful. 

 

"It's a magic weapon refined by the heavenly daughter. It's really mysterious!" 

 

Ye Chen secretly praises that he calms his mind, operates the destruction method, and begins to absorb 

the destruction energy contained in the sand. 

 

These sands communicate with the supreme world faintly. As soon as ye Chen's Taoism moves, he steals 

a trace of the supreme's destruction. 

 

This trace of destruction is also of great benefit to Ye Chen. 

 

"Unfortunately, we can't steal all the time..." 

 

Ye Chen is a little sorry, if the energy source does not absorb too much aura, he can certainly break 

through. 

 



But in the supreme world, the rules are very firm, and it is extremely difficult to steal the supreme aura. 

 

Even if harden to day the second son son of thunder also can't steal a little bit of life. 

 

After three days of such cultivation, ye Chen's Taiyi Zhenlei sand as a medium stole a lot of the Qi of the 

Supreme Master's destruction. The breath of destroying Daoyin was greatly enhanced, and the 

threshold of destroying Daoyin's seven heaven could be vaguely seen. 

 

And these three days, the state of spirit child, also completely restored to the peak. 

 

However, Ren extraordinary no news came in, he said cause and effect, here may have unpredictable 

changes. 

 

However, it's been three days and there hasn't been any change. 

 

When ye Chen's cultivation is over, he opens his eyes and is ready to go out to ask Ren Feifan. 

 

"Brother." 

 

At this time, ling'er came closer. 

 

Ye Chen doubts a way: "how?" 

 

Linger Congzhong said: "brother, I feel that there is a very strong presence nearby. He also cultivates 

and destroys Daoyin. His strong breath even surpasses Taiyi shenzun!" 

 

Smell speech, ye Chen is greatly surprised, way: "what?" 

 

Taiyi God Zun's seal of destruction has the level of eight heavens, surpassing him. Isn't that the peak of 

nine heavens?The destruction seal of the nine heaven realm is comparable to the nine heaven divine 

skill. It can easily break the sun of the God's destroying the heavenly light! 



 

Linger said: "that person's breath is very deep. I didn't find it last time. This time, I recovered completely 

and managed to catch it." 

 

Between the words, the spirit child sacrificed the earth's heart to destroy the Pearl, showing a picture. 

 

In the picture, there is an old man, farming a field. 

 

"A plowman?" 

 

Ye Chen is greatly surprised, in the heart flashed innumerable ideas, there is such an expert here, the 

destruction breath is even worse than the Taiyi God Zun, it is simply incredible. 

 

What's more, this expert is an ordinary farmer. 

 

It's like a mortal. 

 

"Yes, brother, that's what I feel." 

 

The spirit child way. 

 

"Well, I see. Thank you, linger. I'll go out and discuss with Mr. Ren. You stay here." 

 

Ye chendao. 

 

"This..." 

 

Ling'er looks at Lei Yan and seems a little scared. 

 



Ye Chen said with a smile: "don't be afraid, he won't hurt you." 

 

"Spirit child timid voice way:" Oh 

 

"Alsophila spinulosa, take care of him." 

 

The leaf Chen orders to go down, then came out the yellow spring diagram. 

 

Ren extraordinary is closing eyes to adjust breath, leaf Chen comes to him in front, arched hand to call a 

voice: "Ren elder." 

 

Ren Fanfan opened his eyes, but his eyes were ejaculating. He said: "it's really cause and effect. It turns 

out that there is an expert hidden nearby!" 

 

Ye Chen heart a shock, way: "elder, you all know?" 

 

Ren Feifan nodded and said: "I don't know what kind of master he is. He can hide himself from me as a 

farmer. Even I didn't realize it. If it wasn't for ling'er's unique advantage, he just felt his destructive 

breath. Maybe we can't find it in our life." 

 

"Master Ren, then Go and have a look? " 

 

Ye Chen's heart is pounding. It's more powerful than Taiyi shenzun. I don't know what master it is. If the 

other party's destruction seal is really cultivated to the Ninth Heaven, it's really unimaginable terror. 

 

Such cultivation, pretending to be a farmer, does not leak. It's terrible to think about it. 

 

"Go, I'll see what's sacred." 

 

Ren Fanfan snorted, obviously very surprised. 



Chapter 5686 

 

 

 

In terms of his cultivation, there was something strange in the area of ten thousand li. I noticed it at 

once, but I didn't find the farmer's strange. It was really strange. 

 

At the moment, ye Yuchen flies to the land with the wind. 

 

They did not tear the void, because the farmer's land was very close to here, less than a hundred miles 

away. 

 

In the blink of an eye, Ren Feifan and ye Chen have arrived at their destination. 

 

Here is a barren mountain, on which a thatched cottage is built. 

 

A farmer in a bamboo hat, dancing with a hoe, was cultivating crops in the field in front of the thatched 

cottage, with a happy appearance. 

 

"Master Ren, here It seems that it's far from Longyuan Tianjian... " 

 

Ye Chen swallows his saliva. He only feels that the dragon Yuan Fu Zhao in his body is boiling hot, and 

the vision is extremely intense. 

 

This barren mountain is less than three miles away from the burial point of Longyuan Tianjian. It's 

almost one step away. 

 

How can this old farmer just farm here? Will he know the truth of Longyuan Tianjian? Waiting for the 

moment? 

 

"It's him! No wonder... " 



 

Ren Fanfan saw the old farmer's face and was shocked and surprised. 

 

"Master, do you know him?" 

 

Ye Chen stunned way. 

 

"It's the man of henggu holy emperor. His name is Mie Wuji. When Hong Tianjing pursued henggu holy 

emperor, he thought Mie Wuji had been killed, but he didn't expect that he was still alive." 

 

Ren Fanfan's voice is quiet, and seems to fall into memory. 

 

"Is this the man of henggu saint?" 

 

Ye Chen was also shocked. 

 

Ren Feifan nodded and said: "well, I didn't expect that he was not dead. No wonder I didn't notice his 

existence. Since he wasn't dead, he must be blessed by henggu Shengdi. He has the magic of the 

supreme world. If he wants to live in seclusion, no one can find him." 

 

Ye Chen's eyes micro coagulate, also understand to come over. 

 

If one gets the right way, the dog and the rooster will rise to heaven. 

 

Since henggu Shengdi ascended smoothly, he was doomed. As a person around him, he naturally got a 

great blessing, and his life was not small. If he wanted to keep a low profile and live in seclusion, he 

could not be found. 

 

Ren Fanfan said: "he has great blessing on him. I can't stay here any longer. Otherwise, I will be found by 

those guys behind him." 

 



Finish saying, Ren special facial expression takes dignified, want to leave then. 

 

Ye Chen startled: "master, do you want to go?" 

 

Ren Fanfan said: "well, you can do it yourself. When you reach the Ninth level, you can ask him for 

advice." 

 

Words fall, Ren special did not linger again, turned round to tear void to leave directly. 

 

"Master!" 

 

Ye Chen's face sank and he felt that he had lost his heart. 

 

Although he was full of martial spirit, he was not arrogant. He thought that he could deal with 

gongyefeng and annihilation sword spirit only by his own strength. 

 

Take a deep breath, ye Chen calms down a little. 

 

"Senior Ren won't leave me alone. The top priority is to find a way to improve his strength as soon as 

possible." 

 

Ye Chen's vision a congeals, see to the bottom of extinguish have no pole. 

 

If you can get the guidance of Mie Wuji, his road seal of destruction will surely go to a higher level. 

 

Thinking of this, ye Chen immediately flew down against the wind. 

 

Mie Wuji was still like a farmer. He did not raise his head and cultivated the world silently, as if he did 

not know what was happening outside. 

 



The leaf Chen facial expression is dignified, just allow special in here, extinguish to have no pole to feel 

breath, that still can say pass, but now, allow special already walked, the breath of the leaf Chen, 

affirmation is exposed. 

 

However, the other side is not aware of the appearance, as if really a mortal, do not know anything. 

 

Ye Chen came down against the wind, stood in front of Mie Wuji, and looked around. There was no 

prohibition or array fluctuation around him. There was nothing special about the ordinary cottage. 

 

"Young Ye Chen, I've met Mie Wuji." 

 

Ye Chen arched his hand and called out Mie Wuji's name directly. He just wanted to make a big splash 

and attract the other party's attention. 

 

However, Mie Wuji seems to be deaf. He doesn't seem to hear ye Chen's words and is still farming. 

 

"Young Ye Chen, I admire the prestige of henggu holy emperor. I'm here to visit miewuji elder!" 

 

Ye Chen once again arched his hand, and even announced the name of henggu Shengdi. 

 

This time, Mie Wuji's old and thin body had a slight tremor. 

 

Although this one silk quivers, very slight, but leaf Chen is still aware of. 

 

"Sure enough, Mr. Ren is right..." 

 

Ye Chen's heart is shocked. It seems that Ren Feifan is right. This person is really the person of henggu 

Shengdi. 

 

Mie Wuji is such a domineering name. Before this man, he was also a rebellious and arrogant man. But 

in the end, he was willing to be the emperor of henggu. 



 

It can be imagined that henggu Shengdi's personality charm, magic means, how strong, worthy of being 

able to break through Hong Tianjing pursuit, ascend to the top of the world."Young man, what are you 

talking about? I'm too old to hear you." 

 

Mie Wuji raised his head and looked at Ye Chen, with a dazed look of vicissitudes on his face. 

 

His face, full of years of wind and frost, is really like an old farmer who has been farming all his life, 

dejected and lonely. 

 

"Master, I'm going to get to the point. I want to ask you to destroy the secret of Daoyin. I want to fight 

against the superior!" 

 

Ye Chen palm move, a layer of destruction marks, immediately burst out from his skin, violent 

destruction breath, immediately swept around. 

 

Ye Chen didn't leave his hand. With his current destruction cultivation, even a star can be crushed alive. 

 

However, the smell of destruction was released. There was only a light wind blowing around the crops, 

and not a single grass could be destroyed. 

 

All of Ye Chen's destructive breath seems to have been dispelled by an invisible force. 

 

See this scene, ye Chen immediately incomparably moved, startled back three steps, heart incomparably 

shocked. 

 

"Master, what a powerful power! I know you are a man of henggu holy emperor. You have a deep 

hatred for the superior. I'm ready to fight against the superior. Please help me! " 

 

Ye Chen bows his hand respectfully and admires miewuji's cultivation. 

 



If we talk about the real combat effectiveness, even the Confucians can't easily dissolve Ye Chen's 

destruction seal. 

 

However, it is not that he is more powerful than the Confucianists, but that he has a deep understanding 

of the destruction of Taoism and has reached a state of perfection. 

 

Therefore, ye Chen's destruction storm, has not turned over, was suppressed by him. 

 

On the cultivation of destroying Daoyin, annihilating Wuji is the best in the world, and no one can match 

it. 

 

"Young man, I can't understand what you're talking nonsense. Get out of the way and don't disturb my 

farming." 

 

Mie Wuji laughs, hands gently swing, an invisible force, immediately push Ye Chen's body back. 

Chapter 5687 

 

 

 

"Master!" 

 

Ye Chen's body can't help retreating. He doesn't listen at all. He can't stop. He retreats all the way to the 

edge of the barren mountain and cliff. 

 

But at the edge of the cliff, ye Chen feels that the strength has disappeared, and quickly stabilizes his 

body, so as not to fall down. 

 

The power of exterminating Wuji is just right. 

 

"I'm living in seclusion here. Do you want to seize Longyuan Tianjian?" 

 



Ye Chen's eyes are sharp, his words are extremely fierce, and even the dragon Yuan Sky Sword says it. 

 

However, Mie Wuji was still a silent figure, only farming. 

 

Ye Chen wants to get close to the past, but there is an invisible barrier around the farmland and the 

thatched cottage, isolating his steps and making him unable to get close at all. 

 

"Since you are not willing to answer, I will stay here until you answer!" 

 

Ye Chen gas plug chest, then stand outside the farmland, waiting. 

 

This annihilation is limitless. Mingzhan shows his strong strength, but he refuses to admit it, which 

makes Ye Chen very helpless. 

 

However, ye Chen also knows that this is likely to be the test of the other side. 

 

So he took a deep breath, calmed down, remained calm and respectful, and waited in silence. 

 

Until dark, ye Chen was regarded as the air, weeding, planting, watering and chopping firewood. He 

went in and out freely. The barrier seemed to restrict Ye Chen, but it had no effect on himself. 

 

Ye Chen waited for three days in a row, in addition to the eyes, other parts of the body, even did not 

move. 

 

For three days, Mie Wuji was still indifferent and cultivated the land. 

 

Ye Chen is not discouraged either. Anyway, he has plenty of time to wait slowly before the hundred day 

appointment between blood God and Confucianism. 

 

Three days later, miewuji's field was full of crops. 



 

Ye Chen's heart is secretly happy, thinking that the other party is willing to have a good chat with him. 

 

But unexpectedly, the next day, miewuji went to reclaim wasteland and continued to cultivate again. 

 

Ye Chen suddenly angry, but do not want to give up hope, or patience to wait. 

 

Three days later, ye Chen had been waiting for ten days. He was always modest and didn't say a word of 

nonsense. 

 

That evening, after the end of the endless reclamation, he sat in front of the house and drank tea from a 

big dirty porcelain bowl. 

 

"Boy, what do you want to do?" 

 

Suddenly, Mie Wuji raised his head. His eyes were no longer the turbidity of the farmer, but full of strict 

spirit and shining. 

 

Ye Chen was overjoyed and saw the hope in an instant. He said: "elder, I don't want to disturb your 

purity. I just want you to teach me and destroy the cultivation mystery of Daoyin. Your cultivation of 

destructive Shinto is close to the peak. I would be grateful if I could point to the younger generation." 

 

Mie Wuji gave a cold smile and said, "the God of destruction, who said I have reached the peak of my 

cultivation?" 

 

Ye Chen a Leng, way: "isn't it?" 

 

Mie Wuji said: "who said it, you tell him to get out of here!" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes sank. After thinking about it, he summoned the earth's heart to destroy the Pearl and 

said, "spirit child, come out." 



 

Wow. 

 

There was a flash of pearls. 

 

Ling child's tender body appears beside Ye Chen. 

 

"Brother." 

 

The spirit child grasps the hand of the leaf Chen, quite a bit of fear of looking to destroy endless. 

 

From the keen sense of miezhu in the center of the earth, he felt the endless breath of destruction. It 

was so terrible that he could sweep everything in one breath. 

 

"Ha ha, it's the earth's core killing Pearl!" 

 

Mie Wuji's eyes brightened, and with a click, he lost the big porcelain bowl and stared at ling'er and said, 

"little doll, it's you who say that my Shinto of destruction has reached its peak?" 

 

Spirit child timidly way: "isn't it?" 

 

Mie Wu said in a loud voice: "who said it was the peak? It's just the ninth weight! " 

 

After all, there is a Dharma image behind the destruction of Wuji. 

 

This dharma prime minister is 100 feet high, showing the atmosphere of disaster demon God. It is dark 

and strict, with the smell of nine destruction seals floating on it. 

 

"Jiuchong destroys Daoyin!" 

 



Ye Chen and the spirit child saw, are all in unison exclamation. 

 

Ye Chen said: "is it not the peak to destroy Dao Yin nine times?" 

 

Mie Wuji said: "no! To destroy the seal of Tao, there are ten levels in the highest realm! " 

 

"What, the way of destruction is ten fold?" 

 

Ye Chen was shocked. 

 

"Yes, destruction is one of the original three ways." 

 

"The original three ways are the ways created by heaven and earth, just like the ancient ways of 

Hongmeng, not created by human power." 

 

"But man can conquer nature. Countless times ago, someone who was strong against heaven broke 

through the sky and created the nine heavenly gods, which successfully crushed the original three 

ways." 

 

"However, there is still a possibility that the original three ways can be comparable to the nine heaven 

divine arts, that is, to reach the peak of cultivation! Break through the worldAnnihilation of Wuji, word 

by word, word by word, such as Hongzhong Dalu, shock people's soul. 

 

"Break through the world?" 

 

Ye Chen was deeply shocked. 

 

Mie Wuji said: "yes! The nine levels of the original three ways are only the initial way, and their power 

can't be compared with the nine gods. Only by breaking through heaven and earth and breaking the 

limitations of the original heaven and earth can we reach the supreme level and keep pace with the nine 

gods. " 

 



Ye Chen was dazed and said: "so, the tenth is the peak of the original three ways?" 

 

Mie Wuji said: "just like this, there are many people in the world who think that the Ninth level is the 

peak, and that they can reach the level of the nine heaven magic. That's a big mistake. If they don't 

break the heaven and earth, or break the rules, they can't be compared with the nine heaven magic!" 

 

Ye Chen couldn't speak directly, which shocked him completely. 

 

It turns out that there's the tenth key to the destruction of Daoyin. That's the peak! 

 

If it doesn't reach the tenth level, it's impossible to compare with the nine heavenly magic. 

 

Ren Fanfan certainly didn't know this, because he practiced the nine heaven divine arts. He didn't have a 

deep understanding of the original three ways. Naturally, he didn't know so much as Mie Wuji. 

 

Mie Wuji squinted and said, "do you understand now? My destruction seal is only the ninth one, not the 

peak. If you want to fight against Hong Tianjing, you can't do it. " 

 

After hearing the words of Mie Wuji, ye Chen and ling'er look at each other, but they are speechless. 

 

Mie Wuji looked at Ye Chen and said: "so, boy, it's vain for you to make any idea from me. Hong Tianjing 

is not something I can deal with, unless my destruction seal can reach the top ten. 

 

Ye Chen's heart is in a mess, but he didn't expect that the Shinto of destruction has the tenth weight. If 

he wants to practice to the peak, he has to break through the heaven and earth, which is really 

unexpected. 

 

"Master, it's not like this. I want to ask you for advice, not to fight against Hong Tianjing." 

 

Ye Chen takes a deep breath, reorganizes his mind, reluctantly recovers his mind and calms down. 

 



"If it's not Hong Tianjing, who else can it be? Annihilation sword spirit and Gongye peak are just Hong 

Tianjing's chess pieces. " 

 

It's obvious that miewujileng also knows many secrets. 

Chapter 5688 

 

 

 

Ye Chen said: "the road has to go step by step. Although I have to face Hong Tianjing in the end, now I 

just want to fight against his two pieces. My predecessors have jiuchongtian's ability to destroy Daoyin. 

It's enough to deal with them." 

 

Mie Wuji laughs and says: "if you and I have the idea of burning jade and stone, it's really enough. After 

all, your reincarnation blood, if you explode, those two guys should not be able to stop you." 

 

Ye Chen said: "I'm joking. I'm not alone. I have companions behind me. As long as I'm careful, I still have 

a chance to kill those two pieces." 

 

Mie Wuji said, "who is your companion? His strength is far higher than mine. Ten days ago, he clearly 

came, but he refused to show up. If he is willing to show up, you don't have to wait for ten days." 

 

Ye Chen said: "my companion has countless causes and effects with the elder. I can't tell you for a while. 

If the elder is willing to instruct me to cultivate, I'll talk to the elder slowly." 

 

Ren Fanfan and Mie Wuji really have countless causes and effects. 

 

In the past, Ren's extraordinary layout made the sword spirit of disaster Tianjian reborn and became Li 

Feixue, the daughter of Chiyuan Shengwang in shengtianfu. This matter is too complicated for ye Chen 

to make it clear in a few words. 

 

"You've been watching me for ten days and haven't realized anything?" 

 



Mie Wuji's face sank. 

 

"What?" 

 

Ye Chen was stunned immediately: "isn't the elder in farming?" 

 

Mie Wuji snorted and said, "I'm farming, but I'm also cultivating the seal of destruction. I didn't expect 

that the legendary reincarnation Lord can't even see this." 

 

When ye Chen heard this, he was in a cold sweat. Is it true that the seemingly ordinary actions of 

miewuji in the past ten days are actually cultivating the seal of destruction? 

 

However, he didn't pay attention at all. He just thought that miewuji was simply farming land. 

 

Ye chenlian said: "I didn't notice it for a while. Please forgive me." 

 

Mie Wuji said: "hum, I'll give you another three days. If after three days, you still can't understand the 

mystery of destroying Daoyin from my actions, you don't have to talk about it. Just go away!" 

 

Ye Chen heart a Lin, way: "is!" 

 

In the next three days, miewuji continued to reclaim wasteland and cultivate land, and restored the 

decadent and lonely appearance of a farmer before. He could not see the slightest edge at all. 

 

Ye Chen knew that the time of these three days was very important, so he contacted ling'er secretly and 

said, "ling'er, you and I will observe together to see what the mystery is." 

 

"Good, brother." 

 

Spirit child agrees to come down, then and leaf Chen observe together. 



 

Ye Chen paid attention this time and watched the action of exterminating infinity. 

 

This time, pay attention to look, ye Chen really found something different. 

 

He found that the action of destroying the limitless arable land actually coincides with heaven and earth. 

Every action conforms to the operation of the air flow of heaven and earth, and the whole person is 

completely integrated with heaven and earth. 

 

Therefore, even if Ren Fanfan didn't notice his abnormality, he could only catch a faint wave of 

destruction Qi. 

 

Ling'er quickly noticed and said, "brother, do you think this elder's action is wonderful? It's actually 

connected with the air engine of heaven and earth. Every time he moves, the air flow of heaven and 

earth moves one point, which makes his destruction rhyme grow one point." 

 

Ye Chen also saw a clue, way: "really so, I seem to realize." 

 

In the past ten days, ye Chen didn't pay attention to this aspect at all. Until now, he observed carefully 

and found something strange. 

 

It turns out that in order to cultivate the seal of destruction, we need to fit the heaven and earth, and 

use the power of heaven and earth for our own use, rather than blindly destroying it. 

 

Soon, three days passed. 

 

Mie Wuji took off the farmer's disguise, his eyes were shining, and his spirit was soaring. He said to Ye 

Chen: "boy, do you see something?" 

 

Ye Chen arched his hand and said with a smile: "it turns out that every move of our predecessors has 

something to do with the general situation of heaven and earth. The seemingly ordinary cultivation of 

land is actually to guide the air flow of heaven and earth for our own use, and constantly strengthen our 

power." 



 

Smelling speech, Mie Wuji narrowed his eyes and seemed to be very satisfied with Ye Chen's opinion. He 

said: "very good, you can teach me. You are not stupid at all. Come in and sit down." 

 

Then he invited Ye Chen to enter the cottage. 

 

"Thank you, master." 

 

Ye Chen's heart a joy, follow to go in to sit down. 

 

Mie Wuji poured a bowl of tea for ye Chen and said: "the cathode produces Yang, the anode produces 

Yin, the moon is full, the moon is full, and the moon is full. This is the truth of yin and Yang. The original 

three Tao are created by heaven and earth, and follow the supreme principle of heaven and earth. The 

end of destruction is rebirth." 

 

"Therefore, if you want to cultivate the seal of destruction, you need to understand the truth of the 

endless growth of heaven and earth, and use the power of heaven and earth to make a breakthrough. If 

you just want to destroy it, you will get into a fork in the road." 

 

When ye Chen heard these words, he felt that he was destroying the cultivation of Daoyin and there was 

a sign of breakthrough. He was very surprised and said: "thank you for your advice, I understand!" 

 

Mie Wuji sneered and said, "do you understand? No, you don't, and neither do I 

 

Ye Chen a Zheng, way: "elder, this is what meaning?"Mie Wuji said: "I just told you that you can only 

achieve the Ninth level of cultivation, but if you want to break through heaven and earth and achieve 

the top ten levels of cultivation, you can't follow this principle." 

 

Ye Chen said, "what's the reason for that?" 

 

Mie Wuji sighed and said, "I don't know. This is what I've been pursuing all my life. It's a pity that I don't 

know anything. I can only teach you this, but it's not enough. If you want to break through the world, 

you can only understand it by yourself." 



 

"Really..." 

 

Ye Chen was shocked. It turned out that the so-called combination of heaven and earth, yin and Yang, is 

only the truth within the scope of the rules. 

 

With this truth, he really has the hope to become as strong as miewuji, and to cultivate the destructive 

Daoyin to the realm of jiuchongtian. 

 

However, if you want to break through the nineties and reach the tenth peak, the common rules of 

heaven and earth can no longer be satisfied. You need to find a new way. 

 

And the way to break through the limitation of heaven and earth is not even found by himself. 

 

Therefore, he can only teach Ye Chen here, ye Chen want to break through heaven and earth, or rely on 

their own understanding. 

 

"Anyway, thank you for your advice! I can't think of breaking through heaven and earth in a short time. 

It's heaven's great fortune to be able to cultivate to the Ninth Heaven. " 

 

Ye Chen's current destruction Shinto only has the cultivation of the sixth heaven. If you want to reach 

the Ninth Heaven, I don't know how far away it is. 

 

And the top ten, that is to think. 

 

You know, once you have reached the peak, the destruction seal is comparable to the realm of the nine 

gods! 

 

How difficult it is to practice the nine heavenly magic. Just look at Ren Fanfan and Gongye peak. 

 

In order to cultivate Xihuang Leiyin, Ren Feifan paid a great price at that time, even almost delayed the 

layout, and finally indirectly led to the fall of one of Ye Chen's subordinates, Shura demon. 
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Gongyefeng, however, has been working hard for tens of thousands of years, only to touch the 

threshold. It is still far away from Tianzhao. 

 

Ye Chen felt that if he wanted to break through the heaven and earth and reach the top ten, he still had 

to place his hope on tianwu Wolong Sutra! 

 

Tianwu Wolong Sutra, the most mysterious Hongmeng ancient method, even the superior of wanxu 

temple, did not know the whereabouts and had not seen the whole picture. 

 

These skills may be the key to breaking through heaven and earth! 

 

However, these are extremely far away for ye Chen. 

 

Now, he just wants to promote the destruction seal to the seventh heaven! 

 

"Boy, you come with me to a place." 

 

Mie Wuji stood up and waved to Ye Chen. 

 

"Master, where do you want to take me?" 

 

Ye Chen is puzzled for a while, and follows Mie Wuji to the back of the thatched cottage. 

 

Mie Wuji came to the back of the house and whispered a spell. There was a crash on the ground, but a 

teleportation array appeared. 

 



"Come on, I'll show you a place." 

 

Mie Wuji's tone is desolate. With a wave, he takes the lead in setting foot on the teleportation array. 

 

Ye Chen is startled and uncertain, and then steps on the array. 

 

After a while of space rotation, ye Chen found that he had come to a place of ruins. 

 

Mie Wuji, with both hands on his back, stands in front of him. 

 

"Master, where is this?" 

 

Ye Chen looked around curiously, and he felt that there was a faint fluctuation of sword Qi. 

 

After many years, there is still sword power left. 

 

It can only be the supreme sword! 

 

besides, as like as two peas of crystal, the crystal is just the same as those seen in the Palace of the Earth 

of the Ru Shen valley. 

 

It's the breath of law left by the trial of Tao and law! 

 

There is no doubt that there was a war here. 

 

"This is where I used to fight..." 

 

The sound of death is endless, the vicissitudes of life, the road. 

 



"Master, have you ever fought with Annie sword spirit and Gongye peak?" 

 

What did ye Chen guess. 

 

"That's right." 

 

Mie Wuji walked slowly to the front, looked around, and seemed to recall the ancient painful things. 

 

"At that time, my master, henggu Shengdi, rose smoothly and became a real superior." 

 

"I'm under his command. He didn't forget me. He gave me a blessing and wanted me to be 

transformed." 

 

"You should know what the blessing of the superior means." 

 

Ye Chen heart a shock, way: "I know." 

 

Ye Chen naturally knows what it is. In order to fight for the love of the supreme daughter, he 

experienced life and death. 

 

Ordinary people get the blessing of the superior, enough to change their fate. 

 

Mie Wuji said: "I got the master's blessing at that time. I was very excited and began to absorb refining. 

But unexpectedly, I was watched by the annihilation sword spirit." 

 

"At that time, Hong Tianjing had been defeated by the Empress Dowager. He was suppressed and 

sealed. The annihilation sword spirit was also punished. In order to save Hong Tianjing, he brought 

gongyefeng to take my blessing Fu Zhao." 

 

Ye Chen suddenly realized that he felt the sword Qi around him, which was obviously left by the 

annihilation sky sword. 



 

As for the rules that judge the Tao and the law, they are naturally left by gongyefeng. 

 

The fighting in those years must have been very fierce. 

 

Mie Wuji said: "at that time, I didn't completely absorb the energy of Fu Zhao, but only absorbed part of 

it. The purpose of destroying Dao Yin cultivation was to reach the eighth heaven. I was not the enemy of 

them. I was defeated in that war..." 

 

Ye Chen's heart jumped and said: "then..." 

 

Mie Wuji said: "I have no choice but to detonate the imperial edict to block their pursuit and escape." 

 

Ye Chen said: "was the Fuzhao detonated? This is really Unfortunately... " 

 

He remembered that in the past, he and the emperor Yuandian and the God Emperor of Tianyu robbed 

the imperial concubine's love letter, but in the end, the emperor Shitian couldn't rob it and destroyed it, 

which made him feel sorry. 

 

Now the blessing of the end of Infinity has to be destroyed. 

 

In the dark, there seems to be a certain number. 

 

The blessing of the superior is really beyond the reach of ordinary people. 

 

Mie Wuji said: "it's a pity that I can't help it. If I don't, I will die. Later, in order to avoid their pursuit, I 

had to live in seclusion near the burial point of Longyuan Tianjian." 

 

Ye Chen said in a deep voice: "master, do you also know Longyuan Tianjian?" 

 



Mie Wuji said: "it was my master who told me that there are many secrets in his blessing edict, including 

the mystery of your reincarnation. If it wasn't for him, I might not even know your details." 

 

Ye Chenda was shocked, and the superior really existed from heaven to earth. It was very difficult to 

fight against them. 

 

Mie Wuji said: "there are two advantages for me to live in seclusion here. One is that I can hide myself 

with the help of the breath of Longyuan Heavenly Sword, and it is not easy to be found. The other is that 

when the prohibition of Longyuan Heavenly Sword is loose, I can take this sword and avenge 

myself!"Speaking of the end, there is hatred in Mie Wuji's eyes. 

 

He is not only his own hatred, but also the hatred of henggu Shengdi. 

 

At that time, henggu Shengdi was chased and killed by Hong Tianjing, and finally caused the disaster 

witch to explode and fall. 

 

In addition to annihilating Jianling and gongyefeng, he also wanted to kill Hong Tianjing, a shame! 

 

If you can get the Longyuan sky sword, then revenge is possible. 

 

Ye Chen said: "Longyuan sky sword, after all, is the supreme sky sword, not easy to seize." 

 

Mie Wuji said: "I also know that it's a pity that the master gave me the Fu Zhao that year. If I can absorb 

all the spirit of the Fu Zhao, maybe I can destroy the cultivation of Dao Yin and break through the 

limitation of heaven and earth to reach the tenth level! At that time, it will be as easy to take charge of 

Longyuan Tianjian! " 

 

Speaking of the end, Mie Wuji's eyes twinkled with light and war spirit. 

 

But the next moment, the light in his eyes was dim, and he said: 

 



"it's a pity that I'm so shallow that I can't get the real blessing from the Supreme Master. Now, after tens 

of thousands of years of vicissitudes, the destruction of Daoyin is only the Ninth level, and it's impossible 

to break through the tenth level in my life. When the Fuzhao exploded in that year, my aura dissipated, 

and I was caught by the annihilated sword spirit, and I traced back to Longyuan Tianjian It's almost 

impossible for me to capture the sword now. " 

 

Mie Wuji sighs. He is not the only one who stares at Longyuan Tianjian. There is the spirit of annihilation 

sword behind him. 

 

If he touched the sword Qi, he would be annihilated immediately, and the sword spirit would know that 

the consequences would be unimaginable. 

 

Ye Chen heart vibration, finally understand annihilation silent sword spirit, is how to know Longyuan Sky 

Sword whereabouts. 

 

"Is there a heavy ban on Longyuan Tianjian?" 

 

Ye Chen asked. 

 

"Yes, this sword is extremely forbidden. If the prohibition is not loose, no one can take it away unless 

Hong Tianjing, who is at the top of the world, comes in person." 

 

"I vaguely reckon that the date of loosening the ban is not far away." 

 

"When the prohibition of Longyuan Tianjian is loose, it will definitely be the focus of contention among 

all parties!" 

 

Destroy the limitless way. 
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"Master, what are your plans?" 

 

"I just want to take revenge. If there is a chance, you and I will cooperate to rob Longyuan Tianjian! If I 

can take charge of this sword and cooperate with your reincarnation blood, my seal of destruction will 

be enough to kill the sealed Hong Tianjing! " 

 

"Well, if we have a chance, we will cooperate to capture Longyuan Tianjian!" 

 

Ye Chen's heart is boiling with blood. He seems to have imagined that he is in charge of Longyuan 

Tianjian and will kill Hong Tianjing in the future. 

 

Mie Wuji gave a little smile, then sighed and said, "the superior is very lucky. It's not easy to kill. If you 

are free, you can take some time to stay here and watch the fighting here in the past." 

 

Between speaking, Mie Wuji's palm pinches the Jue repeatedly, and the surrounding light floats, 

showing a picture. 

 

These pictures are the fighting scenes of annihilating Wuji, annihilating Jianling and gongyefeng. 

 

The supreme sword technique of annihilating the sword spirit, the trial method of gongyefeng, the 

destruction method of miewuji, and the collision of all kinds of magic techniques are all recorded in 

these pictures. 

 

Ye Chen sees this one act, immediately the eye stares big, matchless surprise. 

 

"Thank you, master! These fighting pictures are very useful to me 

 

Ye Chen immediately calms down and observes the battle in the picture. 

 

From these fighting pictures, he can feel the magic method of destroying Shinto, and can further explore 

the secret of the sword technique of annihilating the silent sword spirit. Gongyefeng judges the mystery 



of the Dao technique, knows himself and the enemy, and confirms the gains and losses, which is of great 

benefit to the future. 

 

"Well, you can figure it out slowly. I'm old. It's up to you to fight against Hong Tianjing in the future." 

 

Mie Wuji's eyes are kind and protect Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen, on the other hand, is full of mind, feeling the pictures of these battles. 

 

If you can understand these pictures, you can at least contribute to the agreement between the blood 

God and the Confucianist in a hundred days! 

 

If the cultivation can break through, ye Chen can take the initiative in the hundred day appointment! 

 

…… 

 

At the same time, the blood god is also preparing for the hundred day covenant. 

 

Came to a secret place, blood death prison! 

 

This is the tenth place he went in this period of time. 

 

It may also be the last place before the 100 day appointment. 

 

Blood death prison, in heaven and man, is the place where blood God once practiced. 

 

To be more precise, this place, once respected by him, is equivalent to his field. 

 

"Blood death prison, is this where my memory guides me..." 



 

The blood god tears the void and comes to an ancient blood gate. 

 

This bloody door is the entrance of the blood death prison. On both sides of the door are skeletons, and 

on the outside are two blood rivers, full of a strong smell of blood. 

 

In the blood death prison, there are also countless ferocious monks. They are fierce and cruel. Because 

of their existence, the whole blood death prison erupts countless fights, fights, tragedies and all kinds of 

screams. 

 

Occasionally, there are fragments of limbs, which are thrown out, and the scene is very tragic. 

 

Although heaven and man are peaceful, blood death prison is a place of chaos, where most of the most 

ferocious people in heaven and man are gathered. 

 

Half of the top ten villains in villain's Island come out of this. 

 

In the blood death prison, there are a lot of special products, such as blood prison flower, blood crystal 

stone, blood palace lotus platform, blood willow branch and so on. 

 

These natural materials and local treasures are excellent materials for refining utensils and medicines. 

 

Therefore, it makes the prison full of attraction. 

 

There are countless friars who come here at risk just to pick the treasure behind them. 

 

Of course, there are a lot of people who just want to fight instead of looking for treasure. 

 

After all, the best way to exercise the spirit of martial arts is always killing. 

 



In endless killing, you can sharpen your mind and improve your accomplishments. 

 

"A long time ago, I buried a sword in the blood death prison..." 

 

The blood god looked at the entrance of the blood death prison. His eyes were faint and his head was 

aching. He also thought of many memories. 

 

He recalled that he once buried a sword in the blood death prison, which is called Keqing Lihuo sword. It 

is one of the most precious treasures of the thirty-three days chaos. It belongs to the "eight trigrams 

chaos" and represents the flame of the trigrams. It is as famous as Dahan Genyue peak, Gengjin 

qianyuanzhu, Feiyu xunfengsuo, Taiyi zhenleisha and so on. 

 

Carved from the fire sword, the flame breath is extremely strong, and the blood death prison, the earth 

vein aura is also extremely strict. 

 

At that time, the blood god buried the carving qinglihuo sword here to absorb the local aura and 

improve the quality of the magic sword. 

 

Now, tens of thousands of years later, if the sword has not been dug out, I'm afraid it has reached a 

terrible level. 

 

If we can dig out this sword and fight against the Confucianists in the hundred day agreement, the blood 

god will be more confident. 

 

However, the blood god is not sure where the fire sword is buried. He needs to step into the blood 

death prison, look for it and feel the memory.Slightly with a trace of the vicissitudes of time, the blood 

god came to the entrance of the blood death prison. 

 

This bloody death prison is the closest place to hell in heaven and man. 

 

The blood God knew it would be difficult, but he still planned to venture in. 

 



"Hey, where do you come from? Do you understand the rules of entering blood death prison? Ten 

thousand Dayuan pills, take them out!" 

 

Just as the blood god was about to enter, the two guardians at the gate of the blood death prison came 

up with a cry and a face full of difficulties. 

 

The blood god is stunned. If ye Chen is here, he can refine many pills at will, but he doesn't understand 

these, and he can't get ten thousand Dayuan pills. 

 

"Two brothers, please be accommodating." 

 

The blood god just wants to go in and dig for the sword that was buried in the past. He doesn't want to 

cause more trouble. 

 

"Accommodate your grandfather!" 

 

A guardian gave a cold hum and pushed the blood god. 

 

The blood god stepped back and his face suddenly became cold. 

 

"Wait, you see." 

 

Another guardian, however, suddenly widens his eyes, just like seeing a ghost. 

 

"Why?" 

 

The previous guardian, however, was careless. 

 

"Look at him. Does he look like Blood god 

 



The latter, trembling. 

 

"Blood god? What do you mean, it's impossible! " 

 

The man had been startled before, and his scalp felt numb. 

 

Blood god, however, was the master of blood death prison in the past. In the chaotic place of blood 

death prison, he broke through the title of anti heaven and suppressed all forces to obey. 

 

At that time, there were statues of blood god everywhere in the blood death prison, which were 

worshipped by thousands of people. 

 

, "as like as two peas, do you see the statue of him?" 

 

The man in the back shivered and turned back to point to a square in the blood death prison. 

 

At the edge of the square, there is a collapsed stone carving. 

 

The stone carvings are covered with moss, but they are the statues of the former blood god. 

 

At that time, the God of blood was known as the great devil. Countless people were afraid to worship 

him. Later, the God of blood fell behind. After ten thousand years, many people dared to push down his 

stone statue. 

 


